Card Scanning Solutions Announces Integration of Scan2CRM® With
Interprise Suite by Interprise Solutions, Advancing Contact and Customer
Management Solutions
CSSN Inc. dba Card Scanning Solutions recently announced the integration of their
Scan2CRM® software solution with Interprise Suite, a revolutionary application from
Interprise Solutions. The core focus of both CSSN and Interprise Solutions is to offer cutting
edge and easy-to-use solutions which contribute to the efficiency and accuracy of processes and
procedures in a wide variety of industries.
Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) December 02, 2011 -- Card Scanning Solutions (CSSN Inc.) is a leading image
processing and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software company. With their advanced OCR technology,
CSSN is able to program their software to read any printed media and to deliver the extracted data into most
existing applications. Their software also provides automatic data export capabilities as well as extensive
database capabilities for processing, sorting and archiving. This advanced technology enables CSSN to offer
superior Contact Management Solutions to a broad range of customer types.
Interprise Solutions is a privately held company that was founded in 2004 with a mission to provide an
affordable application to the Small to Midsized Enterprise (SME) market. Not only do they combine the
features of ERP, CRM and Accounting applications, but that can also take advantage of new technology that
allows a normal desktop application to run over the internet like a browser application. The result of this vision
was the development of Interprise Suite, a comprehensive computer application that is able to run an entire
business.
With the Interprise Suite, information that is entered in one area such as, inventory is available in other areas
such as, a web store, and so there is no need for the pulling and pushing of data. The Scan2CRM® from CSSN
is an add-on scanning system that integrates seamlessly with the Interprise Solutions application. With CSSN’s
comprehensive OCR SDK (Software Developer Kit), Interprise Solutions has been able to easily incorporate
this reading technology directly into their existing software application. This means that you can now scan a
business card and the Scan2CRM® software automatically inputs both their textual data and image into a new
contact record in the Interprise Suite application. Since the Scan2CRM® for Interprise Solutions works directly
from within the Interprise Suite, you do not need to scan business cards into a 3rd party application before the
information can be imported into the Interprise Suite.
The Scan2CRM® for Interprise Solutions comes bundled with CSSN’s ScanShell® 800NR business card
reader. Within seconds of placing a card into the ID scanner , the software solution automatically opens and
populates the text fields of a new contact record in the Interprise Suite together with an image of the card. The
mobile color A6 ScanShell® 800NR scanner is twain compatible with a USB 2.0 high speed interface, thus
requiring no external power supply.
"A state-of-the-art CRM system is a pivotal element of any growing organization” said Celeste Monzon, Sales
and Marketing Manager of Card Scanning Solutions. “Our goal is to provide affordable, easy-to-use software
that is easily integrated into existing applications to enhance the speed, functionally and efficiency though
automation."
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By integrating the Scan2CRM® and the ScanShell® 800NR business card reader from CSSN with the
Interprise Suite from Interprise Solutions, the ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) demands of a company are
easily addressed. The benefits also include a major savings on data entry personnel, accuracy, reliability, time
and efficiency. Since Interprise Solutions offers the ability of accessing your data from your local area network
(LAN) or across the web, their application with the integration of Scan2CRM® will increase the operating
efficiency and profitability of supply chain, distribution, ecommerce and other product related companies. No
matter where your staff is located around the world, this solution offers the ability to work together as if they
are located under one roof.
Additional information on the image processing solutions offered by CSSN, Inc. can be found at www.cardreader.com
Since 1999, Card Scanning Solutions (CSSN Inc.) has been a leading developer of card reading and image
processing technologies. They are renowned for developing an OCR engine that can read the driver licenses
and ID’s from all 50 states and over 80 countries. CSSN Inc. offers valuable solutions that significantly increase
productivity, save time and money and result in greater efficiency in a wide variety of industries including
Medical, Financial, Hospitality, Security and more.
Additional information on the affordable application offered by Interprise Solutions can be found at
http://www.interprisesolutons.com
Founded in 2004, Interprise Solutions has focused on the development of an affordable application that not only
combines the features of ERP / CRM / Accounting applications, but that also allows a normal desktop
application to run over the internet as a browser based application. The result is the revolutionary software,
Interprise Suite, which enables you to run an entire Small to Midsized Enterprise (SME) with efficiency and
accuracy.
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Contact Information
Venie Stamatopoulos
Card Scanning Solutions
http://www.card-reader.com
213.867.2625
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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